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1. Bushra Aljahdali, postdoc; Regulation of \( \text{TNF}\alpha \) Gene Expression by TNFAIP1 as an Activator or Suppressor in Response to LPS. Department of Periodontology


3. Hilary Sawyer, postdoc; The Ring: Three-Dimensional Vertical Augmentation. Department of Periodontology

4. Abeer Tashkandi, post-doc; Surface Treatment and Sintered Status Effect on Zirconia Bond Strength. Department of Restorative Sciences and Biomaterials

5. Mohammed Moeeduddin Ahmed, post-doc; Tensile bond strength of titanium on e.max CAD after different firing cycles and etching methods. Department of Restorative Sciences and Biomaterials

6. Mohammad Mourad, pre-doc; Implementation and Utilization of Digital Dentistry (CAD/CAM) in US Dental Schools - An Integration Path from Preclinical to Clinical Education. Department of General Dentistry

7. Taylor Paek, pre-doc; Mechanical Properties of Translucent Zirconia Material. Department of Restorative Sciences and Biomaterials